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                    Earth Surface Science Institute

                We are a multidisciplinary research group with a primary mission to advance understanding of Earth surface processes, both in modern and ancient environments.


Our research strengths lie in environmental geochemistry, reconstructions of past environments, biological evolution and extinction through Earth history, palaeoclimate and biogeochemical modelling, experimental, isotope and organic chemistry, and water and land quality.


Our research is supported by dedicated and experienced technical staff and first-class laboratories.


If you would like to discuss an area of research in more detail please contact the Institute Director: Dr Tracy Aze.
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											Palaeo@Leeds

											A multidisciplinary group of palaeontologists, climate modellers, and geochemists, investigating evolution, changing environments and climates.

																							More on Palaeo@Leeds
																					

	
																	

									
																
																	
									
										
											Cohen Geochemistry

											We investigate environmental processes covering a wide range of areas, including contaminant transport, marine biogeochemical cycles and fluid-mineral reactions.

																							More on Cohen Geochemistry
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                        Whether you’re looking to begin an academic career or want to develop your skills and expertise for a career in industry, studying for a PhD will be a journey that will stimulate your passion for your subject and push you to reach your potential.


We have PhD opportunities available including a number of scholarships and funded projects.

                    

                    More on Research degrees
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                                    Nature’s kitchen – how chemistry used by cooks helped create life on Earth


                                    A chemical process used in the browning of food to give it its distinct smell…

                                    More on Nature’s kitchen – how chemistry used by cooks helped create life on Earth
                                

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    Fossil study reveals origins of biodiversity gradient


                                    Researchers have used nearly half a million fossils to solve a scientific…

                                    More on Fossil study reveals origins of biodiversity gradient
                                

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    Carboxyl groups enhance organic carbon preservation with iron minerals in soils and sediments 


                                    New paper in the journal Communications Earth & Environment -…

                                    More on Carboxyl groups enhance organic carbon preservation with iron minerals in soils and sediments 
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                                    Two prominent Leeds figures have been elected as Fellows of the prestigious…

                                    More on Royal Society Fellowship honours
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